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As I write this Windows 10 has not yet been released.
Release date is July 29th. However for the presentation at the August meeting we will have a preview of Windows 10.
It won't be the final release but we will try to give you some idea of
what it will look like and what it will do.
Later in August we will be teaching classes on Win 10. By then we
may have even figured out how to use it.
There will also be an open forum Q & A. We hope to see you
there.
This is a short message but it's a slow time of year for us. Not
much to report. Next month should be busier.
See you on the 4th.
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Do You Really Need a Touchscreen on Your
Windows PC?
Thought swiping and screen smudges were a luxury that were
exclusively limited to your smartphone or tablet? Think again,
because these days it’s almost impossible to find a consumer
laptop or all-in-one desktop that don’t come with the option to
add a touchscreen onto your final build.
But is the extra cost worth it?
In this article, we’re going to break down the main benefits and
drawbacks you can expect when debating if you should add a
touchscreen to your laptop or desktop, and give you all the
data you’ll need to make an informed decision about whether
or not the technology is right for you.
A Big Hit to Battery Life
One of the first, and most
notable drawbacks with
touchscreen PCs and laptops is that, even if you’re
not using the touch features 100% of the time, the
device will still pull down a
considerable amount of
extra power from your
battery to support the capacitive screen.
In a gamut of tests run by amateurs and professionals alike, battery life on laptops suffers about a 25% loss if you add a touchscreen into the mix, whether the feature is active or not. Simply
by design of what it takes to make a touchscreen work, extra
juice has to be charged through the glass on top of the LCD
display, which is less energy that’s available for your battery to
hold out for other tasks.
This can be a deal breaker for road warrior business professionals who need their devices to last as long as humanly possible between charges, lest they be chained to a cramped corner
while they’re waiting for a flight at the airport.
The Stark Landscape of Software and Applications
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The Executive Board and Members of CCCGC welcome
each of you to the group. We’re Here To Help. Membership Has Its Privileges.
If you have any questions, concerns or need computer
help, please contact us at the office. We will endeavor to
help you any way we can.

Whether it’s a laptop or an all-in-one, the number of applications on the Windows Store, or in the rest of the Windows
catalog, that were designed from the ground up to natively take
advantage of touch controls are pretty much
slim to none.
Now, to be clear, this
shouldn’t be confused with applications that can take advantage
of a touchscreen. Because Windows PCs running anything
from XP and above emulate touch commands as a mouse
pointer, any software that you can use with a mouse can also
technically be adapted to touch.
What we’re referring to here are programs that were made
specifically with touch controls in mind, and on that merit
alone; the pickings are few and far between.
Sure, there’s a couple games in the Windows Store that play
much easier with your index finger than they do a mouse, but
those are easily more the exception, than they are the rule.
RELATED ARTICLE What You Need to Know About
Buying Touch-Enabled Windows 8.1 PCs
It has now been over a year since Windows 8 was released. A
lot has happened — we’re now on... [Read Article] http://
www.howtogeek.com/175859/what-you-need-to-know-aboutbuying-touch-enabled-windows-8.1-pcs/
The one minor benefit to concede in this department is that
for kids, educational games on an all-in-one are a slam dunk. If
you’ve ever seen a toddler pick up an iPad, you know just how
much easier it is for them to process a piece of information by
touching, tapping, and actively interacting with it than anything
a keyboard or mouse combo might be able to provide.
If you’re interested in an all-in-one exclusively to take advantage of the dozen or so educational titles available on the Windows Store, a touchscreen might be a worthy investment. But
what about for daily use?
General Utility
Overall, you’re going to be hard-pressed to find an application
that is categorically easier or better to use with the help of a
touchscreen.
Continued on page 9
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Activate Windows' hidden, master admin account
By Fred Langa
Windows' user rights can be confusing and frustrating. Whether signed in with an administrator-level user account or evoking the Run as administrator setting, you can still run into
insufficient-rights warnings.

But Windows' built-in, separate Administrator account gives you unfettered access to virtually all parts of your system setup —
once you know how to access it.
Many Windows users don't know this account exists, primarily because it's usually hidden and inactive by default. Here's how to
enable the "master" administrator account — and use it to streamline heavy-duty system repairs, problem-solving, and maintenance tasks in Win8, Win7, and Vista.
One master account to rule them all
Most operating systems have some sort of special-purpose master account: one that lets you control the OS with virtually no
restrictions. This type of account has various names: "superuser," "root," "supervisor," and so forth. Windows calls it Administrator.
Windows' master account doesn't simply enhance a standard admin-level user account or serve as an elevated version of the Run
as administrator option. Administrator operates much like a normal user account, except it has virtually unlimited permissions.
Once activated, Administrator (or Admin for short) is a separate account, complete with its own private desktop and user files.
You can set it up with its own themes, background, and other customizations, and you can install software that's not shared with
non-admin-level users.
The unfettered, full-permission access offered by the Administrator account is ideal when you need access to the deepest parts
of Windows — for example, when you're trying to resolve really thorny system problems. But clearly, that level of control can
also be dangerous. There's no safety net, so a misstep could royally screw up your system.
That's why Microsoft hides the Admin account by default. It's not intended for full-time, routine use — the risks are simply too
great — but it's there for knowledgeable users to employ when needed.
A review of Windows' admin-level access options
As noted, Windows offers three ways to access admin-level permissions and functions. They are, from simplest to most powerful:
Run as administrator: This option is typically used to temporarily access limited admin-level rights from within a non-adminlevel (standard) account. In some cases, tasks that require administrator-level permissions can be run by simply right-clicking the
name of an app or function and selecting the "Run as administrator" option.
The process has a couple of speed bumps: a user account control (UAC) prompt must be acknowledged, and you must also enter an admin-level password. This two-step process can cause problems with complex and multi-step admin-level tasks. Also,
depending on the account type (standard, guest, or child), some admin-level tasks are simply off-limits.
Assign a user account as an administrator: Admin-level user accounts are subject to UAC controls. A warning will pop up whenever a potentially dangerous system change is about to start — for example, when installing new software or making system-level
changes that might affect other users. The task won't proceed until the user explicitly grants permission via a UAC prompt.
This one-step speed bump lets most admin-level tasks run to completion. However, some complex, multi-step tasks might fail.
This can happen when a task requires several admin-level tools working in series or uses command lines or scripts. The process
could stop because only the first tool or task received the necessary permissions.
Continued on next page
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Activate Windows' hidden, master admin account
Continued from page 4

Sign in as Administrator: The master Admin account — the focus of this article — has
full permissions and operates with virtually no restrictions. It has none of the restrictions
or drawbacks of the first two administrator-access methods.
When you're in the Admin account, you'll likely never see a UAC prompt — any system-level task you initiate is carried out
immediately. Not only is this UAC-free operation convenient, it will also let you complete complex tasks that would otherwise
fail. Within an Admin account, you can sequentially run multiple tools and tasks without the problem of repeatedly confirming
elevated privileges.
In practice, I've found that the Admin account gives the best shot at overcoming otherwise unsolvable Windows-permissions issues. Many tasks that can't be completed via an admin-level user account or the run-as-administrator option will generally work in
the Admin account.
How to reveal and activate the Admin account
There are various ways to enable the Administrator account, but two are probably the simplest: an easy point-and-click process
and a quick command-line entry.
(All the following instructions assume you're starting from an admin-level user account.)
Point and click
This method uses the Local Users and Groups feature (or plugin) in Windows' Microsoft Management Console (MMC). It's available on all but the most limited editions of Windows, such as Windows Basic and Windows Home.
Here's how to enable the Admin account via the MMC:
Win8: From the desktop, right-click the Start icon, click Run,
and then enter lusrmgr.msc (or open the Search charm and enter
lusrmgr.msc there).
Win7/Vista: Click Start, enter lusrmgr.msc into the run or
search boxes, and then press Enter.
In all three versions of Windows, if a UAC prompt appears,
click Yes to accept the warning.
With the Management Console open, click Users in the left
pane.
In the center pane, right-click Administrator and then select
Properties. The Administrator Properties dialog box will appear.
In Administrator Properties, under the General tab,
clear (uncheck) the Account is disabled box (Figure 1).

Continued on page 6
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Figure 1. Account is disabled checkbox reveals and enables the master administrator account.
Click OK and close the MMC.
Command line
This method works in every version and edition of Windows that I tried it on — all the way back to Vista Basic!

Open an administrator-level (aka elevated privilege) command prompt. In Win8, type Windows key + X and select Command
Prompt (Admin). For older Windows versions, enter command prompt into the start menu search box. When it appears in the
search results, right-click it and select Run as administrator. (For more on the command prompt, see the MS how-tos for Win8,
Win7, and Vista.)
Type or copy/paste the following command (also shown in
Figure 2), which reveals and enables the Administrator
account.
net user administrator /active:yes
Figure 2. Activating the Administrator account in
an admin-level command window
Press Enter and then close the command Window.
Accessing the Administrator account
Once you've enabled the Administrator account via either of the
preceding methods, reboot your system, sign out of your currently open account (or select Windows' Switch user option) —
the Admin-account icon should now appear on your sign-in
screen. (For more info, see the MS FAQ item, "How can I
switch to a different user account?" for Win8, Win7, and Vista.)
Figure 3 shows the Administrator account added to a Win7 sign
-in screen. Win8 and Vista look somewhat different, of course,
but work the same way. To access Administrator, you simply
click its icon, just as you would any admin- or standard-user
account.
Figure 3. Once activated, the master Administrator account appears as a normal sign-in option (Win7 shown).
The first time you access the new Admin account, Windows will
take some time to set it up. Again, Administrator has its own
desktop, user files, and settings, so Windows needs to create a
new user folder (C:\Users\Administrator) with the standard
subfolders: Contacts, Desktop, Documents, Downloads, and so
forth. Fortunately, the setup is a one-time event; once completed, accessing the Administrator's account will take no more time than accessing any other account.
Continued on page 7
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Continued

Important: When the Administrator account is first set up, there's no password for it. But this fully
privileged account is, obviously, too dangerous to leave unguarded. So once Windows completes
the setup process and you have full access, your first task should be to establish a really secure password.
You can use the normal method: click Control Panel/User Accounts/User Accounts and use the appropriate prompts/links that let
you add or change a password. You can also change the sign-in picture and so on.
Checking whether the Administrator account works
It's easy to verify that your new Admin account is fully privileged. Simply put, with a properly working Admin account, you should
almost never see a UAC warning.
To test this, simply begin any task that would normally trigger a UAC prompt. For example, the full Management Console normally
requires a UAC confirmation to launch from a typical user account. But once you're in Administrator, simply entering mmc into
the Windows search or run box will take you straight to the Management Console — with no intervening UAC speed bump.
Similarly, any command window you open within Administrator automatically includes admin-level rights — no further steps are needed to
elevate the command windows' privileges.
You're now free to perform virtually any system-level task, with no
worries about having the right permission levels and without UAC interference.
Remember: When you're running as Administrator, you're working
without a figurative safety net — there'll be no warnings to remind you
that you're about to undertake potentially dangerous actions. So before
making any significant system changes with the Admin account, carefully
think through any actions you're about to perform — and always, always, always make sure you have full, current, working backups. (Please
don't send me an email stating that you tried Administrator, severely
damaged your system, and have no backup to restore!)
When you're finished with a task that required the use of the Admin
account, sign off (or reboot) and then sign back in to your normal user
account. (Another reminder: Many, if not most, standalone Windows
users run continuously on an admin-level user account, which can make
it easier for malware to take full control of the system. It's safer to use
a standard user account for your day-to-day computing activities.)
How to put Administrator back in the closet
Again, for security's sake, you should use the Admin account only when you really need it. When you disable and hide the account,
its icon will no longer appear on the sign-in screen. Think of it as removing temptation.
Fortunately, the steps for putting Administrator away are nearly identical to those you use to enable it. There are, again, two simple methods; perform either from your regular user account.
Point-and-click: Follow the same steps described above to access the Administrator properties via the MMC. But now, simply tick
the Account is disabled box then click OK and exit the console.
Conclusion on page 8
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Activate Windows' hidden, master admin account
Conclusion

One click quickly disables and hides the Administrator
account.
Command-line: Open an admin-level command prompt and then
type or copy/paste the following command (shown in Figure 5).
net user administrator /active:no
Disabling the master Administrator account via a command-line window
Press Enter and close the command window.
Automate the enable/disable-Admin process

Whichever method you use, it's really just that simple!
If you think you might need to pop in and out of Administrator regularly,
you can save yourself some time by automating the command-line
method.
In your normal user account, type or copy/paste the enabling command
(net user administrator /active:yes) into Notepad. Click File/Save As and
navigate to the location where you want to keep the file. In the Save as
type drop-down menu, select the All Files option. Give the file an obvious
name and assign it a .bat extension instead of .txt. For example, you might
call the enabling file EnableAdminAcct.bat (see Figure 6).
Figure 6. Creating command files makes it easy to enable/
disable the Administrator account.
Now click New in Notepad and do the same thing for the matching disabling command (net user administrator /active:no). Once again, click File/
Save As, select All Files, give this file an equally obvious name, and assign
it a .bat extension (for example, DisableAdminAcct.bat).
When you want to enable or disable the Administrator account, rightclick on the appropriate .bat file and select Run as administrator. Accept
any UAC warnings that appear; a command window will flash on the

screen as the command executes and then vanish.
You can then reboot, sign off, or use the Switch user command: the Admin account's icon will be either present or absent on the
sign-in screen — depending on whether you ran the enable or disable command.
Ultimate power requires ultimate caution
Once again, the Administrator account is hidden by default for a very good reason: it can be dangerous if misused. In fact, an MS
TechNet page suggests that Administrator is aimed at IT-level activities such as operating-system deployment and software auditing.
But with care, caution, and good backups, the master admin-level account can be used for complex repair and maintenance tasks
as well as to resolve stubborn permissions problems that "Run as administrator" or an admin-level user account simply can't handle.
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Do You Really Need a Touchscreen on Your Windows PC?

Continued from page 2

If you do a lot of work in Adobe Photoshop, the precision of a Wacom tablet can’t be matched by even the most accurate touchscreens on the market. Windows 8 does still feature the Metro tile system, but it’s rare that you’ll see many users choosing that
big, cartoony start screen over the classical desktop if given a choice between the two.
Not only that, but Microsoft seems to have learned from the mistakes made with Metro, and will soon be shoving the tile system
off to the side for the upcoming release of Windows 10. In this regard, touchscreens on PCs might make sense for a couple more
months, but as soon as 10 drops, expect the company to go back to its mousey roots and leave the rest of touchscreen users in
the dust.
RELATED ARTICLE

Not All Tablet Styluses Are Equal: Capacitive, Wacom, and Bluetooth Explained

More and more Android and Windows tablets are advertising their styluses. They’re popular iPad accessories, too. But not all
styluses... [Read Article] http://www.howtogeek.com/177376/not-all-tablet-styluses-are-equal-capacitive-wacom-and-bluetoothexplained/
Look, even I (a well-known cynic) can admit that browsing the web, swiping through photos, or playing “Cut the Rope” might be
a bit easier with a touchscreen attached, but are these few select applications of the technology really worth the extra price?
It All Comes Down to Cost
Regrettably, the fact is that no matter where you look, who you buy from, or who’s got the best deal in town; touchscreen PCs
and laptops will always cost more than a version with a standard display, full stop.
Because the materials used to make capacitive touchscreen displays cost more than standard LCD building blocks, whether it’s a
laptop, a desktop monitor, or an all-in-one, you can generally expect to pay anywhere between $50 to $150 extra than what you
would normally shell out for the privilege of being able to smudge up your own screen.
If this is a price you’re willing to bear for the convenience of forgoing a mouse, then maybe a touchscreen is right for you. But
otherwise, it’s hard to justify spending more cash on a screen you can touch when that money could instead be spent on added
features like a better processor, more RAM, or twice the amount of internal storage.
In the end, it comes down to how much utility you think you might be able to glean out of a touchscreen device. On average, you
should expect to spend more money on a computer that will lose a significant fraction of battery life over the course of a day,
have a limited number of applications that are actually designed for touch, and interact with a screen that can’t replicate the same
amount of precision you would get out of a Wacom/stylus peripheral.
Realistically, if you really want a touchscreen that travels with you wherever you go, tablets like the Microsoft Surface Pro 3 can
offer the perfect compromise between touch capabilities, portability, and a system that’s specifically made to last for more than
six hours on a single charge. As far as all-in-ones and touchscreen monitors are concerned, at least for the time being, there simply aren’t enough applications or software packages on the market to justify however much extra you might spend to set one up.
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How To Make Taskbar Transparent In Windows 10
Microsoft has been improving the taskbar with every version of Windows as

it’s one of the busiest areas of Windows operating system. In Windows 10, Microsoft has added a
couple of new features to taskbar but the taskbar
is not transparent with default settings.
Talking about new features on taskbar, firstly,
there is a large search box on the taskbar in Windows 10. The search box, which appears right to
the Start button, is home to the newly introduced
digital personal assistant Cortana.
Not only does the search box on the taskbar allows you launch files and programs on your PC,
but also allows you search the web using Microsoft’s Bing search engine. Those who prefer Google search can follow our workaround to enable Google search in Windows 10
taskbar search box.
NOTE: As you can see in the above picture, turning on transparency for taskbar doesn’t make the
taskbar fully transparent unlike in previous Windows versions. You can only enable or disable
transparency but can’t change the transparency
level in Windows 10. For that, you need to go for
third-party utilities.
Make Windows 10’s taskbar transparent
Step 1: The first step is to open Settings app as Start menu and taskbar settings are available only in the Settings app.
To open Settings app, open Start menu, click Settings icon (see below picture). Alternatively, you can quickly open the Settings
app using Windows + I keyboard shortcut.
Step 2: Once Settings app is launched, click Personalization.
Step 3: In the left-side, click Colors option. On the
right-side, turn on the option labelled Make Start,
taskbar, and action center transparent.
Note: As you probably have observed, enabling
transparency for taskbar also makes Start menu and
action center transparent. For now, there is no software that can enable transparency only for taskbar
in Windows 10. We will let us know with a new
guide as well as update this guide if and when there
is a software to do so.
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Top alternatives for Windows Media Center
By Martin Brinkmann on May 5, 2015 in Music and Video - Last Update: May 5, 2015
Now that Microsoft confirmed that Windows Media Center won't be part of Windows 10, it is time to look at suitable alternatives for the build in program.
Microsoft called Windows Media Center an "entertainment system" for the whole PC. It supported the recording of HDTV (with
the correct equipment), playback of media, music playback, photo streams and online streaming.
The program was only available in some versions of Windows and should not be confused with Windows Media Player which
Windows 10 will still ship with.
Windows 8 did not ship with Windows Media Center by default but Microsoft made it available in form of a Media Center Pack
that Windows 8
Windows Media Center alternatives
KODI (formerly XBMC)
KODI is a long-standing cross-platform media center which allows you to play media contents from local, network storage or
Internet locations.
It was designed originally for Microsoft's first XBOX to add playback capabilities to it but has evolved since then and is now available for various operating systems and devices.
The program supports recording TV from within its interface provided you have a TV capture card connected to the PC for that.
It supports add-ons that extend the player's functionality. Add-ons may support for Internet services so that you can watch them
in KODI, may add informational tools such as weather information, subtitle add-ons to retrieve them for media you want to play
or games for entertainment.
Most media that you want to play in KODI is supported right away and there is usually a bunch of extra features integrated into
every component of the software to make the experience even better.
The music player for instance supports tags, cue sheets and
integrates with MusicBrainz while the mobie player imports
posters, fan art, trailers and extras among other things.
It is easy to add media to your library in KODI. Point the
program to the folder that contains the media, select its
type, e.g. TV or Music, and let the program handle the rest.
This is well integrated into the general application flow.
MediaPortal
MediaPortal is a free open source media center that ships
with everything you'd expect it to. It can play media (digital
files and from disc), stream and record Internet radio or be
used to watch and record TV.
Continued on page 12
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Conclusion from page 11
Setup is not as streamlined as it is in KODI as you handle most settings in a separate configuration
GUI that is not integrated well
in the main media center application.
MediaPortal supports plugins
that extend the program's functionality further. Plugins are
managed via the Extensions
Manager, a program that you
need to run separately from the
main media center application
unless you install the Extensions
plugin which adds them to it.
Plex

Plex is a cross-platform
player that is available for
Windows, Mac, FreeBSD and Linux systems as well as mobile devices, smart TVs and NAS devices.
Setup consists of two components that you need to install. First the Plex server which handles media distribution and streaming,
and the the player component which you use to play media offered by the server.
This makes sense in many scenarios but if you want to run a media center on a single device that stores the media as well, then
Plex is not the best choice because of this.
Another difference to most media center alternatives is the integration with Plex Online. You are asked to connect your setup to
the online service on first run of the player component which you can skip. It adds sharing, remote queuing and other functionality to Plex.
First thing you do is add media folders to the server component. Just add a folder and select the type of media, and Plex will handle the rest. It adds thumbnails and media information automatically if they are not available which improves the experience when
using the player component significantly.
Plex Premium is available that adds features such as cloud synchronization, camera uploads, trailer and interview contents, and
mobile synchronization of media to the system.
Closing Words
All three media center alternatives work well and support major media formats out of the box. When it comes to selecting one,
I suggest you start with KODI as it is the easiest to set up and use. That is, unless you plan to use a NAS or server to distribute
media to other devices. If that is the case, Plex should be your first choice as it has been designed specifically for that purpose.
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What to Do When Your Android Phone or Tablet
Won’t Turn On
You turn on your Android phone or tablet by pressing its power button
— simple. If that button won’t work, your device isn’t necessarily broken
— there are ways to bring it back to life.
This problem can also be caused by hardware damage. Your phone or
tablet may not be powering on because it’s broken. But, if there’s a software problem, the steps here will fix it.
Charge Your Phone or Tablet For a Few Minutes
If your Android device’s battery is almost dead, you’ll often see an “empty battery” indicator on the screen when you try to turn it on. But, if you let the battery completely die,
your phone or tablet won’t respond at all when you press the Power button.
To fix this problem, just plug your Android phone or tablet into a wall charger and let it
charge. You can’t just plug it in and try to turn it on immediately — you’ll need to give it
a few minutes to charge first.
Plug it in and let it charge for fifteen minutes or so. Come back later and try to power it
on with the Power button. If the problem was caused by a dead battery, it should boot
up normally.
If it doesn’t work at all, try plugging the device in with a different cable and charger. The charger or cable could be broken and
preventing an otherwise-good device from charging.
Pull the Battery or Long-Press the Power Button
RELATED ARTICLE
How to Power Cycle Your Gadgets To Fix Freezes and Other Problems
Have you ever had a smartphone, laptop, tablet, or any other electronic gadget become unresponsive? The surefire way to recover... [Read Article] http://www.howtogeek.com/131148/how-to-power-cycle-your-gadgets-to-fix-freezes-and-other-problems/
Like other operating systems, Android can sometimes hard-freeze and refuse to respond. If Android is completely frozen, your
device may be powered on and running — but the screen won’t turn on because the operating system is frozen and not responding to button presses.
You’ll need to perform a “hard reset,” also known as a “power cycle,” to fix these types of freezes. This cuts the power to your
phone or tablet entirely, forcing it to shut down and boot back up.
On a phone or tablet with a removable battery, you can remove the battery, wait about ten seconds, and then plug the battery
back in and boot it up.
On a phone or tablet without a removable battery — that includes most modern Android devices — you’ll need to long-press the
Power button. Press your device’s Power button and hold it down. You should only have to hold the Power button down for ten
seconds, but you may have to hold it down for thirty seconds or longer. This will cut the power to your phone or tablet and force
it to boot back up, fixing any hard freezes.
Continued on page 14
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What to Do When Your Android Phone or Tablet Won’t
Turn On
Perform a
Factory Reset From Recovery Mode
RELATED ARTICLE
How to Factory Reset Your Android Phone or Tablet
When It Won’t Boot
Safe mode can help you troubleshoot your Android, but
sometimes you’ll need to wipe everything and restore
your device to... [Read Article] http://
www.howtogeek.com/130611/how-to-factory-reset-yourandroid-phone-or-tablet-when-it-wont-boot/
In some cases, your phone or tablet might begin booting,
but the Android operating system might crash or freeze
immediately.
To fix this, Android can boot straight to a recovery mode menu, where you
can perform a factory reset. If your device is booting up before freezing or
experiencing other serious problems, use recovery mode to perform a factory
reset.
To do this, you’ll first need to power down your phone or tablet and then
boot it up by holding down several buttons at the same time. The exact combination of buttons you need depends on your device. Perform a web search
for the name of your device and “recovery mode” to find the buttons it needs.
For example, the Samsung Galaxy S6 requires you to hold Volume Up +
Home + Power.
Restore Your Device’s Firmware
RELATED ARTICLE
How to Upgrade Your Nexus Device Without Waiting By Flashing a Factory Image
Google’s Nexus devices are supposed to receive timely updates, but the staggered rollout means it can take weeks for devices...
[Read Article] http://www.howtogeek.com/176284/how-to-upgrade-your-nexus-device-without-waiting-by-flashing-a-factoryimage/
If your device’s software is damaged, the factory reset process might not work. You may need to restore the Android operating
system from an image provided by your device manufacturer. For example, this may occur if you’ve been messing around with
custom ROMs or otherwise performing low-level tweaks to the system software.
Depending on the device you have and its manufacturer, this can be easy or hard. For example, Google provides easily installable
firmware images, which you can install manually. For other devices, search the web for the name of your device and “reinstall
firmware” to find instructions. If you’re lucky, the manufacturer will give you an easy way to do this.
Conclusion on page 18
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How to change your router’s default password,
and why you should!

Last week we published an article relating to router security, you can catch up
with that article here: Quickly Check that your Router Hasn’t Been Hijacked. At
the end of the article I suggested that users should change their default router
access password to help protect their settings and, in response, reader
“Brummpa” posted a comment asking how to do that.
So, for Brummpa, plus any others who may not know, here’s how:
All router’s come with a configuration utility built-in which allows users to setup
the device to suit their ISP, setup wifi, and generally manage settings. This configuration utility, which provides full exposure to the router’s settings, is accessed by typing a specific IP address into the address
bar of the browser. From there, the user then needs to input a username and password, which are usually set to “admin” and
“admin” by default. Once inside the configuration utility, the user can then change the password to something unique and strong.
Locate your Router’s IP Address
First, you will need to know your router’s IP address. These days, this information is often printed on a label affixed to the
router, or in documentation which came with the router when purchased. If neither are available to you, you can find the IP address via a simple command.
To bring up a command prompt in Vista and Windows 7, type cmd into the
search box in your Start Menu and then click cmd.exe:
In Windows 8/8.1 press the
Windows + X keys and select
Command Prompt:
Now type ipconfig into the
command prompt box and hit
Enter. This will return a bunch
of information including your
router’s Default Gateway – this
series of numbers represents
the IP address you will need to
access your router’s configuration utility:

As you can see from the above screenshot,
my router’s IP address is 10.1.1.1.
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How to configure Windows Defender settings in Windows 10
How to temporarily turn off Windows Defender
By Tu Nguyen - June 18, 2015 Windows Defender is yet another piece of
software that get a big change in Windows
10. Since it has been an integrated part of
Windows, Windows Defender’s settings now
is in the new Settings app
Within the app, you can temporarily turn the
thing off and add excluded files.
In Windows 10, you don’t need to open
Windows Defender to look for its settings.
You simply could type “Windows Defender”
into the search box on the Taskbar and
choose the result that links to the Settings
app.
In the Settings app, just switch the first toggle
off at “Real-time protection” to turn off Win-

dows Defender. However, it only takes effect temporarily; Windows
Defender will turn on automatically after you restart or logout of the
computer
How to add exclusions to Windows Defender
Exclusions are files, folders, file types or processes that you don’t
want Windows Defender to scan on them. The only time I used this
was when the software mistook one of my file as a virus so I needed
to add the file to the exclusions list.
To make an item excluded from Windows Defender, you need to
find its settings in the Settings app. Then on the right panel, you can
see the link “Add an exclusion” near the bottom. In the new page, it
allows you to exclude files, folders, file types and processes. Tap the
plus button under your desired category then select your item. And
that’s it!
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How to change your router’s default password,
and why you should! Conclusion from page 15
Access your Router Settings
Now you’re all ready to go, open your
browser (I’m using Firefox but the
principle is the same for all popular
browsers), type that IP address into
the address bar and hit Enter:
Now you will be asked to input the
credentials required to access your
router settings. This will often be in
the form of a popup where you will
need to enter a username and password:
As I said earlier, this will usually be set to “admin” and “admin” by default, although some may be “admin” and “password” – either way, these default passwords are public knowledge so not at all secure. Type in the credentials and then click OK.
In the case of my particular router, the login is actually included at the top of the settings screen and requires just a password:
Note that
the default
access
password
here is
“admin”
but I’ve
already changed mine to something unique and strong.
Now, this is where it gets a bit tricky because different routers tend to include the password setting under different locations. It
may be under Administration, Security, Advanced, or a combination of those. You’ll either need to look through the various locations or, if still unable to
locate it, search for the
information relating to your
specific router online.
In my router, the password
setting is under “Advanced
Settings – modem password
& remote management“:
Change your password to
something unique and
strong, and don’t forget to click the “Save” or “Save Settings” (or similar) button to make the change stick.

*Make sure to write the new password down somewhere safe, or save it in your password manager.
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What to Do When Your Android Phone or Tablet
Won’t Turn On
Conclusion from page 14

Android also has a hidden “safe mode”
you can boot into, which works just
like Safe Mode on Windows. In safe
mode, Android won’t load any thirdparty software, only system software.
On some devices, you can only boot
into safe mode from the phone while
it’s already running. On other devices,
you may be able to press a certain
button while the phone is booting to
have it boot into safe mode. Perform a web search for the name of your device and “safe mode” if you want to try using safe
mode. This will only work if some sort of third-party application is freezing your device after it boots. This normally shouldn’t be
possible, but it could happen.
Image Credit: Karlis Dambrans on Flickr

I have finally downloaded and installed the insider reviewers copy of Windows 10. I wanted to get an idea of what the
impact would be on updating from Windows 7, 8, 8.1.
As reluctant as I have been, considering all the pros and cons out there, I am impressed with Win 10.
It has given me the option of establishing my desktop or laptop as I prefer. For instance I am able to sync my calendar
from my tablets using Microsoft’s calendar choosing Google rather than Microsoft. And I was able to download from
Ninite some free programs that I use. There were many other adjustments that I was able to make as well.
I have never been a fan of tiles and their usage in a desktop or laptop environment. They didn’t work for me especially on my present computers. I felt that they were more appropriate for Microsoft’s Surface and Surface Pro Tablets.
I have some older programs that most likely will not be allowed on Win 10, so I am keeping that one computer aside
and not updating at this time. I may change my mind eventually.
The bottom line is Microsoft has made Win 10 much more flexible than any other Operating System to date.
One Con, I am a graphics enthusiast. I like changing my desktop background. Win 10 at this point does not allow you
to browse for your own pictures, (you must use Microsoft’s), but I got around that little issue.
A Yvette Pilch,

